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SUMMARY

In complex areas, most seismic reflection imaging methods are confronted with the difficulty of obtaining
accurate interval velocities. To eliminate this, we develop a special prestack depth migration technique
which avoids the necessity of constructing a macro-velocity model. In this technique, the offset-dependent
Green’s function is expressed in terms of macro-model-independent (MMI) attributes such as the near-
surface velocity, dip angle, and wavefront curvature. The migration technique is applied to marine seismic
data from Rockall Continental Margin, North Sea. Results with field data are used to demonstrate the
potential of the method to successfully image underneath basalts.

INTRODUCTION

Existing depth migration techniques require macro-velocity information. Traditionally, this information is
provided by velocity analysis that are often not applicable in basalt covered areas (Li et al., 1998). Instead,
our approach incorporates the MMItimemigration and zero-offset transformation algorithms (de Bazelaire,
1999; Perroud et al., 1999) into the prestackdepthmigration formulae (Tygel et al., 1994) in a way that
avoids the necessity to input the subsurface macro-model. These formulae combine the signals according
to the offset-dependent Green’s function expressed in terms of MMI attributes in direct analogy to the MMI
time migration algorithms. In the preprocessing stage, water-column multiples are suppressed during wave-
equation sea-floor datuming. Other multiples are eliminated during migration by using additional amplitude
weights (Druzhinin, 1998).

In this paper our purpose is to image underneath the basalt by migrating the P-wave energy, without
any other attempt to build an interval macro-velocity model. We show the application of the method to
a field data set from the Rockall Continental Margin, North Sea. In accordance to ana priori geological
information (Bergman, 1997; Archer et al., 1999), this reveals a very complicated sub-basalt structure in
this area due to the wide spread occurence of Early Tertiary basalt lavas.

PREVIOUS RESULTS

We consider a test line from the Rockall Trough, North Atlantic basin (UK sector of North Sea). The
marine data set Grid was acquired by Simon Petroleum Technology Ltd. (SPT) in 1993. The acquisition
parameters are the following: number of shots 221, number of receivers per shot 120, sampling interval 2
msec, record length 10 sec, minimum offset 126 m, source-receiver spacing� 50 m, source depth 10 m,
and receiver depth 15 m. The 6 km cable length and CDP range of more than 10 km enables the use of
wide-angle reflections. However, problems arise when attempting to pick NMO velocities, which are not
unique due to the water-column multiples and multiples from the top of basalt structure (Fig.1a). Figure 1b
is the result of standard 120-fold CDP processing (courtesy of SPT). It is possible to identify some of the
uppermost dipping reflectors on this time section such as the sea floor, the bottom of the seabed sediments,
and the top of the basalt structure. However, the CDP image below the basalt is not satisfactory. Primary P-
wave reflections from beneath the basalt can hardly be observed. Scattering phenomena and P-wave energy
localization in the basalt structure give rise to a poor correlation of migrated events (Fig.1b). Although
converted-wave processing of long-offset data can help to image sub-basalt reflectors, it may indeed suffer
from the problem of finding optimum velocity model, as shown in Fig.1c (Li et al., 1998).



Figure 1 Previous results: (a) P-wave semblance panel for CDP 1601, (b) CDP stacked time section
provided by SPT, and (c) stacked time section based on locally converted waves by Li et al. (1998).
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NEW RESULTS

Our new processing flow consists of the following two basic steps: (1) preprocessing of input data and (2)
P-wave prestack depth imaging.

Step 1. Preprocessing is composed of two elements: (i) low-pass filtering using a fast wavelet trans-
form (e.g. Daubechies of order 10) and (ii) wave-equation datuming. Our tests show that the former may
be useful in removing part of inter-basalt multiples and multiply scattered waves associated with shallow
heterogeneities. The datuming is applied to input data to bring shotsS and receiversR to the sea floor
�, forming new (arbitrary) source-receiver pairsfS+; R+g. Despite the obvious aperture limitation, this
transformation makes it possible to suppress water-layer multiples, preserves amplitudes, and allows more



flexibility in the type of migration that can be performed without knowledge of the interval velocity macro-
model.

Step 2. Next, the fieldu after datuming is transformed into the depth imagem(Q) at the target pointQ.
Equation

m(Q) =

Z
�

F+@tu(t = �+)d�+ (1)

is the conventional common-shot space-time migration formula (Tygel et al., 1994). The time derivative
@tu is summed up along traveltime surfacest = �+ with the amplitude weightsF+ and the result is
assigned to the pointQ. The key point is how the traveltime�+ = �(S+; Q;R+) and the amplitude
F+ = F (S+; Q;R+) are computed. We use the following MMI approximations
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in the vicinity of the zero-offset (ZO) rayS+Q. In the MMI approach, only the ZO rayS+Q is traced to
compute the one-way traveltime�(S+; Q) and the ray-theory amplitudeA(S+; Q) along this ray (Koren
and Gelchinsky, 1989). The advantage of ZO ray tracing is that it can be implemented via the MMI
stacking technique (Keydar et al., 1998). The pointS? is the centre of curvature of the emerging wavefront
atS+ (de Bazelaire, 1999). It can also be regarded as the centre of curvature of a hypothetical auxiliary
wavefront originating atS? in the auxiliary medium with the constant apparent slownessn+ = n(S+)

(Perroud et al., 1999). In the above equations, +
R

denotes the acute angle between the straight auxiliary
rayR+S? and the normal to� atS+, r(S?; S+) the radius of curvature,�(S?; S+) = r(S?; S+)n+, and
�(S?; R+) = r(S?; R+)n+, with r being the distance. The hypothetical sourceS? explodes at the
non-zero time�(S?) = �(S+; Q)� �(S?; S+). As with the Radon velocity filter, the window functionP+

is designed to increase the contribution of primaries and to suppress the contributions of multiples by using
dip information. In the MMI multiple prediction technique (Keydar et al. 1998), this information is
extracted with slant stack power maximization scanning the data.

Equation (1) can be utilized in such a way that output errors associated with uncertainties in the input
parameters will be minimized. In doing so, the derivatives of the traveltime function (2) (sensitivities) with
respect to the MMI parameters as functions of spatial and angle variables are explored. Analysis of such
functions reveals the advantage of operating with the near-offset extrapolated field.

Equations (1) to (3) were used for processing the Grid line, the result being shown in Figure 2. Both
images in Fig.2 show a satisfactory resolution for the migrated events. Their discrepancy is mainly due to
unremoved multiples (see Fig.2a).

According to Fig.2b and a priori geological information (Bergman, 1997; Archer et al., 1999), the area
of interest is subdivided into the complexes 1 to 4 in vertical direction. The uppermost complex 1 consists
of the sediments between the sea floor and the basalt lava flow. The complex 1 is made up of unconsolidated
silt or mud, and of siltstones (vp = 1:6 � 2:2 km/s). The water depth increases from about 0.65 km to 1.25
km. The complex 2 represents a 0.3-0.5 km thick pile of basaltic volcanic rocks (vp = 4:8� 5:5 km/s). The
complex 3 (� 2:5 km thick) is believed to be a mixture of altered volcanic deposits and host sedimentary
rocks. Continuous horizons of the complex 4 can be identified beneath the complex 3 down to 7 km. The
complex 4 is thought to be composed of high-velocity sedimentary deposits and (possibly) of metamorphic
rocks.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a special processing scheme for sub-basalt depth imaging. It makes use of MMI stacking
and free-surface multiple suppression without the need of interval velocities. The method has been tested
on surface seismic data from Rockall Continental Margin, North Sea. Results show that it produces a better
image than the conventional P- or converted-wave processing.
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Figure 2 New results: MMI depth imaging without (a) and with (b) free-surface multiple suppression.
The effect of multiples is visible.
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